DODGING TRACTORS
Cruz and Lightning have to race through the maze of tractors. Help them avoid the tractors and find a path to the finish line.
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MATER MATCH-UP
Which image of Mater matches the original image below?
Find and circle the image that is an exact match.
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RACE TO THE FINISH

Play the game below with three of your friends! Each player chooses one character and then draws two horizontal lines between any two vertical lines. After every player has drawn two lines, the race begins!

Draw down the vertical line with a pen or pencil. When you come to a horizontal line, draw across the line to the next vertical line. Keep going until you get to the bottom. Write your initials where you land at the bottom of the page to find out the winner!
RACING ON SAND

Lightning McQueen is teaching Cruz how to race on sand. Help Cruz by finding the correct path to get to Lightning.
Lightning is happy to have a friend like Cruz!
Cruz zooms down the track!
Cruz won the demolition derby! She is proud of her trophy.
NEXT-GEN TRAINING

Next Gens like Storm only train with the best technology.
Use the code to figure out the secret to Storm’s training.
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Jackson Storm is one fast racer. He only cares about winning.
Lightning and the Legends race through the dark woods.
Lightning works hard, but he just can’t keep up with Storm.
Lightning arrives at the Rust-eze Racing Center.
He has never seen anything like it!
Lightning McQueen is a famous race car.
Lightning McQueen’s two biggest fans: Mater and Sally!
In Radiator Springs, Mater works on his sculpture.